LIRA: A New Key Deployment Scheme for Wireless Body Area Networks
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Abstract—A rapid development of the Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has become very important for applications in telemedicine and m-health. However, there is still a need to ensure a reliable and secure communication in these systems. In this paper we present a novel multi-channel key deployment scheme for wireless body sensor networks. The proposed key deployment scheme requires no public key cryptography and therefore is suitable for CPU-constrained sensor nodes. The solution is implemented on commercially available wireless sensor nodes while the performance of the system is shown through the experiments with users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are increasingly being accepted by the upcoming concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1, 2]. Their growing use and simultaneous miniaturization have empowered the development of specialized sensor networks, namely Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN). These networks are used in hospitals, emergency rooms or even at patient’s homes and comprise of small low-powered wireless devices attached in or around a human body to monitor the patient’s essential life functions (e.g., ECG, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation, etc.) [3]. Though the data transmitted over a wireless channel need to be kept private, these communication channels can be easily eavesdropped and manipulated. Hence it presents a challenge to secure the communication over these channels, i.e., to establish secret keys on devices that lack traditional interfaces like USB or network ports, keyboards and screens [6].

A number of key pre-distribution based schemes have been proposed for bootstrapping key agreement [10, 11]. All these solutions assume that nodes are preloaded with some secret before their initial use. However, these solutions cannot always be applied to WBANs due to the following limitations: users might not trust the keys preloaded by the manufacturer, existing public key techniques might be expensive for sensor devices due to the limited computation resources, nodes supplied by different manufactures would require the existence of a global Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), etc. Therefore, an important task is to find both a secure and user-friendly solution that initializes a relatively large number of low-power WBAN devices (up to 20 devices) compatible with constrained interfaces.

Some proposed solutions rely on the availability of a specialized hardware (e.g., Faraday cage) [23, 24] or auxiliary out-of-band (OOB) channels (e.g., a visible light) [25, 26, 27], which makes them difficult and expensive to use. Moreover, the human-implemented OOB channel can only tolerate up to 10 sensor devices and the involvement of end users is quite significant what makes these solutions inappropriate for WBANs with a larger number of sensor nodes [26, 27]. Recently there has been an increased interest in bootstrapping security for WBANs using physical layer channel characteristics [28, 29].

In this paper we propose a new multi-channel [24, 25] key deployment scheme for WBAN in which information is transmitted over both a light channel and a radio channel. We named our scheme LIRA because we use Light channel for sensor Initialization and Radio channel for Authentication. In our protocol, each sensor node (SN) establishes a unique secret key with a body control unit (C). The body control unit (C) is a device that collects information from all sensors (SN), informs the user (e.g., a patient, a nurse) and conveys the data gathered from the sensors (e.g., ECG, SpO₂ levels etc.) to the central telemedicine system (e.g., a server). In the first phase of the protocol, a light source unit (LS) transmits secret keys over a protected visible light channel (VLC) to the body control unit (C) and each sensor node (SN). In the second phase, the body control unit (C) runs key verification with each sensor node (SN). After the successful key verification the body control unit (C) establishes a security association with each sensor node (SN).

In the proposed protocol the light source unit (LS) consists of a multi-touch screen that runs an appropriate program responsible for generating secret keys and transmitting them by flashing light (using on-off keying modulation) to the body control unit (C) and sensor nodes (SN) all equipped with a light detector (e.g. a photodiode). Since light is easier to block than radio waves (by covering the screen with a sensor), a potential attacker cannot get the secret information easily.

The main motivation to use VLC as an OOB channel for bootstrapping security information was inspired by the rapid development of VLC communication and multi-touch screen technology (smartphones and tablets) and their future vision for applications in offices and homes [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The VLC channel [9] can be used not only as a safe OOB channel for secure key transmission, but also as a mediate device for users to interact with resource-constrained wireless sensor devices after they have been initialized. For example, with the multi-
touch screen we could assign multiple accounts to the same group of sensor devices. This way, many patients could use the same group of sensor devices (e.g., a family or patients in a hospital) and collect sensor data only while they are using the WBAN. Moreover, we could assign different account levels for different users (e.g., a doctor, a nurse and/or a patient) that have different permissions (e.g., reading the data from all users, changing the keys). Furthermore, we could easily assign different roles to certain sensors or even establish a logical key hierarchy between sensor devices (e.g., by circling the sensors).

Compared to some other proposed solutions (e.g., Message-in-a-Bottle [23] or KALWEN [24]) our solution does not require any specialized equipment. LIRA is applicable to various WBAN applications as opposed to the schemes based on biometrics derived from the human body and therefore applicable only to sensors that measure the same physiological signals [20, 21, 22]. LIRA scheme requires no Public Key Cryptography (PKC) and therefore can be applied onto sensor nodes with very limited computational power and memory resources as well. Furthermore, in our solution the user involvement is minimized - the user places the sensor nodes on LS and waits until the process is automatically executed. This is opposite to some proposed solutions [26, 27] that require a much greater involvement of the user. Indeed, we demonstrate the feasibility of our solution via a preliminary evaluation with 26 users. Although some other solutions also do not require the presence of the user during the initialization (e.g., ASK-BAN [28]), the key generation rate is higher in our solution than the solution [28].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of related work. Section 3 describes our scheme in details and in Section 4 we analyze the security of our solution. In Section 5 the implementation and usability of the solution is described and Section 6 is the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

WBANs can inherit many mechanisms applied in WSNs because they consist of sensor nodes. Perrig et al. [10] present a set of protocols for achieving security requirements for sensor networks, SPINS. This set of security protocols has two secure building blocks: (i) SNEP (Secure Network Encryption Protocol) provides data confidentiality, two-party data authentication, and data freshness, with low overheads; and (ii) TESLA (the "micro" version of the Timed, Efficient, Streaming, and Loss-tolerant Authentication Protocol) provides authenticated streaming broadcast. Du et al. [11] present a scalable and flexible pairwise key pre-distribution scheme for WSNs. These solutions assume that sensor devices are loaded with some secret before their initial use. Also, these solutions are suitable for application in WSNs and not suitable for resource constrained WBANs.

Undercoffer et al. [12] present a novel scenario defining perimeter protection as an application class of sensor networks. They identify threats to this application class and propose and implement a new security protocol that operates in the base station mode of sensor communication. The main drawback of the proposed scheme is the need for using routing tables and for packet synchronization when a new node is added to the network.

Shaikh [13] et al.’s key management scheme requires the base station to provide public keys to the communicating nodes and the main drawback is frequent communication with the cluster head node which generates significant communication overheads.

Peak et al. [14] and Zhu et al. [15, 16] also propose key management scheme for WSNs. Common drawbacks of these solutions is their assumption that the network is safe during some initial time period and they are not designed for a scenario in which all nodes are in communication range of each other.

SHELL [17] and MUQAMI+ [18] are lightweight solutions for resource constrained sensor networks and they also avoid single point of failure in sensor networks. They are based on combinatorics and Exclusion Basis System (EBS) matrix [19]. Both these schemes are designed for large sensor networks and when applied to small body sensor networks, their performances drop considerably.

Cherukuri et al. [20] present a scheme based on biometrics derived from human body itself for securing the keying material used for achieving security objectives. Miao et al. [21] propose a mixed mode of AES based biometrics cryptosystem for Body Area Sensor Network (BASN). The keys in the cryptosystem are generated from physiological signals and transmitted in a secure way. SEKES scheme [22] exploits physiological signal to address security issues in WBANs and manages the generation and distribution of symmetric cryptographic keys to constituent sensors in a WBAN and protects the privacy. The main drawback of these solutions is that they are applicable only to sensors that measure the same physiological signals.

Message-In-a-Bottle (MIB) enables a sensor network to establish a secret with a new node in the absence of prior shared secrets between the two parties [23]. MIB relies solely on the wireless communication interface, ensuring that this approach is applicable to any commodity wireless sensor node. Law et al. [24] propose a new practical and interoperable key management scheme for BSN, KALWEN. KALWEN is user-friendly in the sense that it requires no expert knowledge from a user, and instead only requires a user to follow a simple set of instructions when bootstrapping or extending a network. The main drawback of these solutions is that they need additional equipment as Smart Faraday Cage.

Perkovic et al. [26] propose a solution that allows an unaided user to initialize a relatively large number of wireless devices. The proposed solution is based on a multichannel Group message Authentication Protocol (GAP) in which information is transmitted over both a radio and Visible Light Channel (VLC). Li et al. [27] propose a lightweight scheme for secure sensor association and key management in BAN. A group of sensor nodes, having no prior shared secrets before they meet, establish initial trust through group device pairing (GDP), which is an authenticated group key agreement protocol where the legitimacy of each member node can be visually verified by a human.
Shi et al. [28] propose ASK-BAN, a lightweight fast authenticated secret key extraction scheme for intra-BAN communication. This scheme neither introduces any advanced hardware nor relies on out-of-band channels. To perform device authentication and fast secret key extraction at the same time, they exploit the heterogeneous channel characteristics among the collection of on-body channels during body motion. ASK-BAN utilizes the relatively static channels for device authentication and the dynamic ones for secret key generation and achieves authentication through multi-hop stable channels, which greatly reduces the false positive rate as compared to the existing work.

III. SCHEME OVERVIEW

In this section we describe how our key deployment scheme can be used to distribute symmetric keys to the sensor nodes. LIRA scheme allows establishment of shared keys between sensor nodes in a safe and user-friendly way without any pre-shared secrets. In our protocol the light channel is used to transfer the keys and the radio channel to confirm their correct reception, and later for secure communications. Our key transmission and verification protocol is based on ISO/IEC 9798-2 three-pass mutual authentication protocol [30]. This protocol is modified to include the communication over a light channel.

A. Key transmission over a visible light channel

Key transmission process over a visible light channel is described below. The user places the sensors nodes on the screen (LS) and powers them on so that they can measure the screen intensity with their light sensor (Fig. 1). The multi-touch screen during this process determines the position of the sensor nodes on the screen and their total number. The sensor initialization process is shown in Fig. 2. After sensor recognition process LS generates the master secret key $K_C$ by using a pseudorandom number generator (PRG). Then pseudorandom function (PRF) is applied to $K_C$ to derive the keys $K_i; K_3,...,K_n$ for all sensor nodes, Fig. 3 (a).

Deriving the internal key for the sensor node $SN_i$ from the master key is implemented as $K_i = \text{PRF}(K_C, ID_i)$. All keys derived in this manner are computationally independent since PRF function has strong one-way properties (e.g. MAC) [10]. Even if an attacker captures one sensor node $j$ and finds its key $K_j$ that would not help him to determine the master secret key $K_C$ or any other key $K_i \neq K_j$.

When the key generation process is finished the screen emits messages $M_i; M_2; M_3; ...; M_n$ via light signals under each sensor node $C, SN_1; SN_2; ...; SN_n$, respectively. These light signals are coded in the form of small white squares representing bit “1” and black squares representing bit “0” (on-off keying modulation).

A message $M_C$ which is transmitted to body control unit $C$ has the following format, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b): its identity $ID_C$, the number of nodes in the network $N$ and 128-bit master key $K_C$. Fig. 3(c) also shows the format of messages transmitted to other sensor nodes and consists of three fields: the sensor node identity $ID_i$, $C$’s identity $ID_C$, and 128-bit sensor node key $K_i$ that is derived from $K_C$. The messages transmitted over light channel are formed as logical “zeros” and “ones” that are encoded using Manchester code where sequence “01” represents 0, and a sequence “10” represents 1.

Fig. 4 shows the main components of a sensor node used in our implementation. To receive the message, sensor nodes read the light levels (by photodiodes). Next, a convolution function is applied to the samples to recover the bits at the receiver. Finally the Manchester decoding is applied to get the original messages and extract relevant information $ID_C, N, K_C$ and $ID_i, ID_C, K_i$, respectively.

![Fig. 1. Placing the sensor nodes on the multi-touch screen](image1)

![Fig. 2. Transmission of messages over a visible light channel](image2)

![Fig. 3. Structure of (a) keys, (b) message $M_i$ transmitted to the body control unit, (c) message $M_i$ transmitted to the i-th sensor](image3)
The sensor nodes listen to the radio channel and when they receive the broadcast packet they check the message ID\(_i\), with their own ID. If these ID\(_i\)s match, i-th sensor node SN\(_i\) generates a 128-bit pseudorandom number N\(_{Bi}\) and then sends message m = N\(_{Bi}\).ID\(_C\) together with MAC\(_{Ki}(m)\) back to C.

On receipt, body control unit C computes the MAC from the message using K\(_i\) which is computed from the sensor node identifier ID\(_i\) and KC. If C is able to correctly verify received MAC\(_{Ki}(m)\), N\(_{Bi}\) and ID\(_C\) it knows that SN\(_i\) received correct key K\(_i\). To inform sensor node SN\(_i\) that the key is correct C sends concatenation N\(_{Bi}\).MAC\(_{Ki}(N\(_{Bi}\)) to SN\(_i\).

When the message is received sensor node SN\(_i\) computes the MAC. If sensor node SN\(_i\) is able to verify received MAC\(_{Ki}(N\(_{Bi}\)) and N\(_{Bi}\), sensor node SN\(_i\) knows that it shares a secret key with C. Body control unit C repeats this protocol with all sensor nodes in the network.

### IV. BRIEF SECURITY ANALYSIS

To ensure security of the overall system WBAN must be protected, e.g., against eavesdropping, injection and modification of packets, and physical attack. During the sensor initialization process each area of the screen which emits light signal is covered by a sensor node to prevent simple attacks like the attacker looking at the screen and getting the key. Also to prevent this attack around each area of the screen there is a larger area that emits random light signal (noise). The case when an attacker captures and analyzes correct channels, e. g., RF signals from video card, is out of scope in this paper because we assume the initialization process takes place in a controlled environment (in our model it is very difficult to perform this attack).

Protection against eavesdropping of the radio channel can be easily achieved by encrypting messages with the established keys. Therefore an adversary may capture the information, but they are encrypted. To perform an active attack, attackers can inject their own packets in the radio channel, but the data sent to some of the nodes would be invalid, and the node discards them. If an attacker has come into possession of an initialized sensor node, it opens up the possibility of a physical attack. The secret key is stored somewhere in the memory of the sensor nodes and if the attacker has sophisticated equipment, this key can be withdrawn from the memory. Against this type of attack there is not a completely secure solution. However if the attacker has come into possession of one sensor node, the other nodes are not threatened because of the properties that each node has a different encryption key. This means that the damage from this kind of the attack is minimal. We have to state that the body control unit is specially protected (tamper-resistant) because compromising the body control unit can render entire sensor network unsecured and useless (if this happens an attacker can find out the keys of all sensor devices in the network).

### V. IMPLEMENTATION AND USABILITY TESTS

#### Implementation details

The body control unit and sensor nodes in our solution are implemented on commercially available Arduino Uno platform based on: ATmega328, 32 KB flash memory, 2 KB SRAM, 1 KB EEPROM and 16 MHz clock speed. Also we use ZigBee radio (Xbee S2 module), BPW34 photodiodes and RGB LEDs, Fig. 4. In our experiments we emulate a multi-touch screen monitor using an 22-inch LCD screen, a camera that is connected to the computer and located above the screen for screen monitoring and sensor detection, the application that is responsible for keys generation to each node and their broadcast in the form of the light.

For the transmission through the light channel bit rate is limited by the screen frame rate (16.66 milliseconds per frame for a standard 60 Hz LCD screen). In our implementation we use 20 bps Manchester encoded to avoid errors. The message sizes are 288 Manchester encoded bits for both the body control unit (M\(_C\)) and for regular sensor nodes (M\(_i\)). This means that it takes 14.4 seconds to transfer a message over the light channel.
At the reception side, sensor nodes read light levels every 10 milliseconds. Since every bit lasts 50 milliseconds it means that there are 5 samples for every bit transmitted through the light channel. Fig. 6 shows an example of the received light signal. We set a threshold above which each received sample is converted into a binary 1 and below as a binary 0. To detect the received bits a convolution function is applied over the newly formed series (f) of “zeros” and “ones” and the delimiter (g) with mask \{0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0\} [31]. Upon applying this function data arrays containing values ranging from 0 to 5 are obtained, where elements with extremes 0 and 5 are decoded as bits 0 and 1, respectively. Plateaus areas are decoded as double 0s and 1s, depending on their values (0 or 5). Finally the Manchester decoding is applied to get the original bit-stream. Due to the Manchester encoding our solution is highly robust to de-synchronization effects and also frame loss during transmission via VLC does not affect correct bit recognition in any way.

Please note that the time required to initialize a certain number of sensor nodes over a light channel is fixed. This time does not depend on the number of sensor nodes to be initialized and is only determined by the characteristics of the screen. The key verification process through the radio channel scales linearly with the number of sensor nodes.

**Useability test.** To check the usability goals of our solution we have run the following tests. Besides LIRA solution we prepared another one in which the wireless sensor devices are initialized using an USB cable (the "cable" solution). In LIRA solution, the user’s task was to place the sensor nodes.
At the end of the usability tests the users were asked to fill in the post-test questionnaires for both solutions. For the global assessments of our solutions usability we used the System Usability Scale [32] questionnaires. The SU-scores were 87.05 for LIRA and 70.68 for the "cable" solution. These results show that the users prefer LIRA solution and that it was very easy to use. More thorough tests are underway.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we designed and implemented a key deployment system for WBANs that is very practical and easy to use. Our key deployment scheme requires no public key cryptography and requires almost no computation from the sensor node with very little involvement of the end user.

The scheme was implemented in Arduino Uno platform and we have shown through experiments that our solution has a good performance, scales linearly with the number of sensor nodes in the network and is easy to use.

The main part of our future work will be in the implementation of public key cryptography to deploy the initial key in the presence of a very strong attacker.
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